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1. INTRODUCTION 
Apart from the absence of local-compactness, there are three basic 
difficulties in studying partial differential operators on infinite dimensional 
spaces: the non-existence of Lebesgue measure for infinite dimensional 
spaces, the non-existence of %a partitions of unity, and the non-existence 
of a powerful generalization of Schwartz’ distribution theory to infinite 
dimensional spaces. 
In 1967, Gross [ 151 published his work on Potential theory in Hilbert 
spaces and showed-mainly because of the non-existence of Lebesgue 
measure for infinite dimensional spaces-that the natural place to find 
fundamental solutions of the Laplacian is an abstract Wiener space with 
associated measure ,u. A Wiener space (i, H, B) is a triple such that H is a 
separable Hilbert space, B is a Banach space, and i: H + B is a continuous 
dense injection and the norm // . (1 of B restricted to H is a measurable norm 
in the sense of Gross [15]. A measurable norm (I.11 is a norm which 
satisfies the following condition: 
For every E > 0 there exists a projection P, of H into a finte dimensional 
subspace L, such that p,,({ x E H; i\Px\l > a}) < E for all projections P = P, 
of finite dimensional range L orthogonal to L,; pH is the Gaussian cylinder 
measure defined by 
PHCPL’(B)I = (27~-“/~ 1 exp[-$ Ix\*] dx 
B 
for every Bore1 set B in L and dim L = n. 
* Supported in part by CNPq, UFRGS/FINEP, UFRJjSR 2, Brazil and University 
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Regarding the non-existence of V” partitions of unity, a result of Bonic 
and Frampton [4] shows that this is the case when (f, H, B) is the canoni- 
cal Wiener space, i.e., B is the space of continuous functions defined on 
[O, l] vanishing at zero. On the other hand, if we restrict ourselves to 
(f, H, B) when B is also a Hilbert space then there exist V” partitions of 
unity. 
As regards generalizations of Schwartz’ distribution theory to infinite 
dimensional spaces, generalizations were introduced by several authors. In 
this respect, there are two basic difficulties: the differentiable functions on 
a Banach space may not constitute a very large class of functions and there 
is no canonical way to regard bounded measurable functions as distribu- 
tions. Consequently, we cannot expect to take the differentiable functions 
as the test functions and to represent nice distributions by smooth func- 
tions. Concepts such as differentiable measures were introduced by several 
authors following Averbuh, et. al. [ 1 ] (where it is shown that a measure on 
an infinite dimensional Hilbert space cannot be simultaneously a-additive 
and differentiable in all directions). We also refer the reader to the articles 
of Kuo [20, 211 and Thompson [33] for further details and references to 
the literature. 
So, in order to develop the theory of partial differential operators in 
infinite dimensional spaces, we must have an appropriate definition of such 
an operator as well as an appropriate notion of differentiability. The notion 
of a differentiable mapping between normed spaces is well known. For the 
general case of differentiability of mappings between locally convex spaces 
we refer to the very comprehensive articles of Averbukh and Smolyanov 
[2, 31. In fact the standard definitions of differentiable mappings coincide 
on D.F.N. spaces. We refer the reader to Colombeau [6, IO] and Colom- 
beau and Meise [9] for a systematic discussion on this aspact. 
Concerning the d-operator, Henrich [16] in 1972 obtained the first 
positive result in infinite dimensions. Henrich’s work was deeply influenced 
by Gross’ results on Potential theory in Hilbert spaces, by the L2-estimates 
of Hiirmander, and by the explicit solution of du = w in finite dimensional 
spaces given by Skoda [30] in 1971. Henrich’s solution produced a new 
phenomena, particular to infinite dimensions, and the solution is only 
defined in a dense subspace. In fact, Henrich showed that if o is a closed 
Vm(O, q)-form, q 3 1, of polynomial growth defined on a separable complex 
Hilbert space H, then there exists a +ZZ (0, q- I)-form u of polynomial 
growth defined on a dense subspace H,, such that du = o on Ho. The 
subspace Ho = TH, where T is an injective, self-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator, is endowed with the inner product (x, Y)~“= (T- ‘x, T-‘y),. If 
i: Ho -+ H denotes the continuous injection of Ho into H, (f, Ho, H) is an 
abstract Wiener space and the norm of H restricted to H,, is a measurable 
norm in Ho. 
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Afterwards, negative results for the a-problem in infinite dimensional 
spaces showed that we have to impose some restrictions on the spaces 
where the forms are defined, as well as on the forms themselves. The first 
counterexample, due to Coeure [S] (see Mazet [23]), shows the existence 
of a %?’ closed (0, 1)-form o on 1* for which the equation af= o does not 
admit a $?’ solution f on a neighbourhood of zero. The second counter- 
example, due to Dineen [13], shows that in the Frechet nuclear space Crm, 
there exists a %‘= closed (0, 1)-form o such that o cannot be written as 
af= o. More recently, Meise and Vogt [24] showed that even in the case 
of a Frechet nuclear space E with a continuous norm there exists a 
%?“closed (0, 1)-form w defined on E such that df= o cannot be solved. 
The study of af=w, without the polynomial growth assumption was 
undertaken by Raboin [26, 271 and Colombeau and Perrot [8] for a 
closed (0, 1)-form o. In 1977, Raboin [26] constructed a solution S of 
@= w in the sense of distributions where ,f is defined on the Hilbert space 
H and o is a closed (0, I)-form of exponential growth. His approach con- 
sisted of defining an L2 extension of 8. However, the kernel of such an 
extension does not reduce to the holomorphic functions (in Frechet’s sense) 
and so we have problems in obtaining regular solutions. In 1979, Raboin 
[27], using a Cauchy integral representation for %” functions and L* 
estimates of Hbrmander (in finite dimensional spaces), constructed a 
regular solution-for a closed %““(O, 1 )-form w of bounded type-on a 
dense subspace of H. Raboin proved that the solution is %?‘, by using 
admissible directions of the measure p and surface integrals related to p (p 
is the Gaussian measure associated to the abstract Wiener space (i, H,, H) 
(see Skohorod [3 1, Sects. 20, 271)). By using the Hilbert space result, 
Raboin [27] was able to solve 8~ = o, when w is a closed %?a-differential 
(0, I)-form on the strong dual of a Frechet nuclear space (D.F.N. space) 
with a basis. In 1980, Colombeau and Perrot [S] showed that a solution 
u of au = w can be obtained when w is a closed em-differential (0, 1 )-form 
on an arbitrary D.F.N. space. In 1981, Mazet [22], just by using a 
generalized Cauchy integral representation and standard Functional 
Analysis arguments, showed in a very elegant way that the solutions which 
were constructed by Raboin and Colombeau and Perrot were +ZE. In this 
paper we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let H he a separable complex Hilbert space. Let o: H -+ 
A(0, 2)(H) be a holomorphic (G-analytic and continuous) (0, 2)-form on H. 
Suppose w is bounded on bounded subsets qf H. Then there exists a W‘” 
(0, 1 )-form u: H, -+ A(0, 1 )( H,), where H, is a dense subspace of H, which 
is bounded on the bounded subsets of H, and with locally bounded derivatives 
such that & = o. 
By using Theorem 1 on a scale of Hilbert spaces, as in Colombeau [lo], 
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and a result of Colombeau and Mujica [ 1 l] on holomorphic functions in 
a D.F.N. space we show the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let w be a holomorphic (G-analytic and continuous) (0, 2)- 
form on a D.F.N. space E. There exists a W’” solution u of &=w which is 
of un$orm bounded type on E. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let E, F be complex locally convex spaces. The conjugate space of E will 
be denoted by E. Let TK(mE; F) be the vector space of continuous m - K- 
linear mappings from E into F, where K is the field of real or complex 
numbers. An m-anti-linear mapping from E into F is an m-C-linear 
mapping from E into F. Let L&(“E; F) be the vector space of continuous 
m-anti-linear mappings from E into F. The notations 
9C(mE; F) = &(‘“E; F) = Y(“E; F) will be used. 
Let L,(“E; F) be the space of K -m-linear mappings which are boun- 
ded on the bounded subsets of E, endowed with the topology of uniform 
convergence on the bounded subsets of E. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let E, = (E, a) be a semi-normed complex vector 
space. Let B= {x E E; U(X) < 1) be its unit ball. The Banach space of 
q-anti-linear continuous forms on E, endowed with the topology of 
uniform convergence on By will be denoted byY(qE,). Consider the real 
underlying space E,. Let /i (“,y) E ) be the subspace of P’( YE,) of continuous ( a 
alternating q-anti-linear forms. A %‘= (differential) (0, q)-form is a mapping 
w: Sz + A’“~Y’(E,) which is (47” on an open subset D of E,. In the general 
case, when E is a complex locally convex space, a P (differential) (0, q)- 
form is a mapping 0: Q -+ /1 (“~~)(E)--sZ an open subset of E and A’03y’(E) 
the space of continuous alternating q-anti-linear forms on E endowed with 
the topology of uniform convergence on the bounded subsets of E-such 
that for every a EQ, there exist a continuous semi-norm CI on E and an 
open subset Sz’ of E, with a E Q’ c Q and w: Q’ -+ A(“~Y)(E,) is a %” 
(differential) (0, q)-form in Q’. 
It is easily seen that a V-differential (0, q)-form in the sense of Defini- 
tion 2.1 is a %&-differential mapping in the sense of Sebastiao and Silva 
[29]. In studying the &operator, Colombeau showed that for a (0, 1)-form 
o defined on a nuclear locally convex space, the most convenient notion of 
differentiability is that of VK uniformly bounded mapping. We recall 
quickly such a notion. We refer to Colombeau [lo] for details. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let E and F be locally convex spaces. A %7X differen- 
tiable mappingf: E + F is of uniform type if there exists a continuous semi- 
norm c( on E such that f factors through E,, that is, f_=yon,, where 
rcn, : E -+ E, is the canonical mapping from E into E, and f: E, + F is VX 
on the normed space E,=E/nr,'(O)=E, (V= {x~E;cc(x)< l}). If F is a 
normed space, a %YL:;differentiable mapping8 E---f F of uniform type which 
factors through f=fo rc, such that f and all its derivatives are bounded on 
bounded subsets of E, is called a VX differentiable mapping of uniform 
bounded type. (Recall that L,(“E,, F) is endowed with the usual normed 
topology.) If F is a locally convex space, $ E -+ F is a ??a differentiable 
mapping of uniform bounded type if there exists a convex balanced 
bounded subset B of F such that f factors as f = $,~Jwherey~: Fs --$ F is 
the canonical imbedding of the normed space F, into F and ,f: E -+ F, is of 
uniform bounded type. 
When E is a D.F.N. space and F is metrizable, Colombeau and Mujica 
[ 111 proved that a %?‘” (Silva) differentiable mappingf: E + F factors as in 
the diagram 
E'F 
where ,?: is a %?” differentiable mapping of (uniform) bounded type on E,. 
Now, we discuss the &operator. Let {‘O%“‘(Q) be the vector space of 
%?“(O, q)-forms defined on the open subset 52 of the complex locally convex 
space E. Consider the underlying space E, and differentiability in the sense 
of Sebastiao e Silva. Let k 3 1. Denote by %‘(Q; F) the vector space of 
k-times differentiable mappings from Q into F. As usual, V(sZ; F) denotes 
the vector space of continuous mappings from Q into F. Suppose E and F 
are complex normed spaces. Let u E %“(Q; F) and let u’: 52 + YR(E; F) be 
its derivative. For x E 52 and y E E we have 
DEFINITION 2.3. 
Cal4xNy) = $Cu’(x)(y) + iu’(x)(iy)l. 
This means that [a] U(X) E Y(E; F) is the anti-linear component of 
U’(X) E gR( E; F). Thus we have defined an operator [a]: %?‘(Q; F) + 
%Y(Q;cY(E;F)). 
DEFINITION 2.4 (Mazet [22]). Let E; F be complex Banach spaces. 
Given o: Q -+ Y(E, F), we say that U: Q -+ F is a weak solution of 
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[a] u = o if for every fixed z E D and x E E the mapping g: A --f u(z + Ax) 
is continuous on a disc A = A(0, v) c C and satisfies in the sense of 
distributions (ag/a;i)(A) = (a/aA)u(z + Ax) = o(z + Ix)(x). Hence for every 
$ Ed we have 
I A g (A)u(z + 3.x) d3, = - !” $(A)o(z + AX)(X) dl, A 
where the F-vector valued integral is the Bochner integral. 
Note that (a/ax)u(z + Ax) = [J]u(z + Ax)(x). 
By using a generalized Cauchy integral formula for the complex F-valued 
function g, Mazet [22] showed that every locally bounded weak solution 
of [a] u = o has the same regularity properties as w, provided o and its 
derivatives are locally bounded. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let E be a complex Banach space. Let o: Q -+ A’03y’(E) 
be a %Y(O, q)-form on an open subset D of E. Define for each x E Q and 
for Y,, . . . . yy + 1 E E, q B 1, 
(a~)(x)(.Yl9 “‘3 Yy+ 1) 
where Gk indicates that y, is omitted. 
This defines an operator & t’“,y)(Q) + [(“,q+ ‘j(Q). Note that 80(x) is 
the alternating component of [810(x) E 9(& Aco,y)(E)). When dealing 
with a function U: E--t @ we write [a] u = 8~. 
If U: Q + Y(E) is a wm(O, I)-form on Q, observe that [a] u(x) E U(‘E) 
and au(x) E A(“~*‘(E) is the anti-symmetric component of [a] u(x). Hence 
[a] u = 8z.i + G(u), (2.5.1) 
where G(u)(x) is the symmetric component of [8]u(x). For a ga(O, q)- 
form w on Q, q 3 1, we write 
[a] u = 8z.i + G(u), where G(u) is the “symmetric type” 
component of [a] 24. 
Expression (2.51) leads to two basic difficulties when trying to solve 
& = o on the whole space for q 2 2. The first problem concerns the integral 
representation. On the whole space we only have Cauchy integral represen- 
tations and it is easily seen that such a representation involves [d] and not 
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8. The second problem concerns Mazet’s result, which involves again [a] 
and not 5. So the question arises: when is [a] u = au? This leads us to 
assume that o is a holomorphic form and we restrict ourselves to this case 
of (0, 2)-forms. 
3. THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SOLUTION OF &=o WHEN o 
Is A (0,2)-FORM IN A HILBERT SPACE 
Let H be a separable, complex Hilbert space. Let T be an injective, self- 
adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operator and let {e,,j>, 1 } be an orthonormal 
basis for H such that Te, = Ale,, xCp=, A: = A2 < cc. 
For n>,l, let T,:@” + Or=, @ .ej= H, be defined by 
T(z,, . . . . z,)= i z.1 e. ! J I’ 
I= I 
Let P,, be the projection of H into H,. 
Consider H, = TH endowed with the inner product 
(x; .v)H,> = (T-‘-x; T- ‘y),,, 
where (.; .)H = (.; .) denotes the inner product of H. Denote by lxlHo and 
(XI H = 1x1, respectively, the norms on H, and H. 
Consider the Gaussian measure p with mean 0 and correlation operator 
T2; i.e., /J is the Gaussian measure with characteristic functional 
d(x) = exp[ - )( T*x; x)] = exp[ - i 1 El’], x E H. 
Since T is injective and self-adjoint, ( T2x; X) > 0 if x # 0 and the measure 
~1 is non-degenerate and p z JJ,“_ , FL(,) where L(j) = @ . ei and 
(m,~(dx) is the Lebesgue measure in Lo1 r C). 
On the other hand if z. E Ho we let pLzO be the Gaussian measure with 
mean z. and correlation operator T*; i.e., ,u=~ is the Gaussian measure with 
characteristic functional Q(x) = exp[i( z,; x) - 4 I Txj ‘1. It can easily be seen 
that p,,(A) = p(A -zo) for each Bore1 subset A of H. Since Z~E Ho, the 
measures p. and ,U are equivalent and 
2(x)= p(zo, x)=exp [-i Izol&+ Re(TP’zo; T-~.~J], (3.1) 
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where x E H and (T-‘z,; Tm ‘x) = z,Y= i ((zO; ei)(e,l; x)/A;) is defined 
p-almost everywhere in H. We refer to Skohorod [31] or Kuo [19] for 
further details on Gaussian measures. We remark that (i, H,, H) is an 
abstract Wiener space, if i: H, -+ H denotes the continuous injection of H, 
into H. Let L*(H, p) be the space of @-valued square integrable functions 
on H with respect o the measure p. It is easy to see that p(z,, .) E L*(H, p) 
and 
II P(ZO> .)/1?=/* CPCZO~ x )I’ P(~x) = expChl&l (3.2) 
for all z0 E H,. 
From now on, we suppose that o: H + A”,*‘(H) is a holomorphic 
(G-analytic and continuous) (0,2)-form which is bounded on the bounded 
subsets of H. Our construction of a solution u of (uniform) bounded type 
on a dense subspace Ho follows Raboin’s construction. This construction is 
obtained in three steps. 
First Step. Project the a-problem onto finite dimensional subspaces 
and choose a good solution ii, on these subspaces; i.e., fi, is GR” and has 
good L* estimates. 
Second Step. Construct a cylindrical solution u,, on H from the 
solution ii,. 
Third Step. Construct a weak solution u on Ho and then apply 
Mazet’s result to show u is a $?a solution. 
We suppose 0 f 0. 
First Step 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a %” function 40: H + R! such that 
q(x) = h(/x1)2 for all XE H, where h: R + [w is a positive, 
increasing, convex qrn function, satisfying (3.3) 
~h(lx12) 2 log lb(x)ll for all x E H. (3.4) 
ProoJ: Let V,Z= {xEH; Ix(*Qn} for all n> 1. We have V,c l’,+i and 
H= u,“=, I’,. Since o is bounded on the balls, let M, = sup{ liw(x)ll, 
XE Vn} >O. Take h: R --t R to be a positive increasing, convex %?m function 
such that 
+h(n-l)>logM, forall n>l. 
Observe that x E I’, implies ih(O) 2 log M, > log Ilo(x) 
580/98 ‘2. I I 
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If xEHand XE V,,,, II,> 1, and x$ VngPI we have IZ~- 1 < lxl’<n, and 
hence 
~h(lx12)~~h(n,-l)>,logM,,3~ogllu~x)ll. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
For n 3 1, we define for z E C” 
@AZ) = (PCT,zl + 4 Iz123 where /z\ is the euclidian norm in Cc”. 
Since h is increasing and convex, we have 
for all z, 0 E @“. (3.6) 
Now, (3.4) implies 
expC~4l4*)1~ Ib(x)ll 
and hence 
for all x E H 
ll~(x)ll d expiI$(lx12)l =expC$dx)l, XEH. 
So, we can write for all z E C” 
Ib(T,,z)ll G expC+ T21. 
(3.5) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
We define for j, k 3 1 hjk: H -+ @ by hjk(x) = o(x)(e,, ek). The function 
tijk is a holomorphic function on H. 
We define for n 3 2 and z E C” 
d,(z) = 1 %iAkhjk[T,z] d?, A dZk. (3.10) 
j,k= 1 
We can write 
%(Z)(Y’> Y’) = dLTnzl(~, Y’? Tn Y2). (3.11) 
Since o is holomorphic, ~5, is also holomorphic. Let L&,,(C)“, 4,) be the 
space of (0,2)-forms with coeffkients in L2(@“, 4,). The norm on the space 
L2(@‘, c@~) of square-integrable functions fin C”, with respect o the weight 
@,, is given by 
where 
dV= ; 
0 
” (dz, A dz,) ... (dZ,, A dz,). 
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We now compute 
G 4 C CAjAk)’ 
/ck 1 S,. Ilo(~,z)l12expC-~,(z)l & 
<4A4!“C~exp[-;/z12]+&,=41^4 (by3.9). 
Hence 
116, II&,) 6 4i4. (3.12) 
Now, Lemma 4.4.1 in Hormander [18] implies the existence of 
17: V -+ Z(C”), uf E Ker ~7’ such that 
&.4,* = c5,, and llii,*ll ;z,@ n ) 6 2 x 2 IlcZ,ll &en) 6 16i4. (3.13) 
Since 4, is V?= the canonical solution ii,* is $7”. 
In Soraggi [32], we studied the symmetric component of [a] u”,*. We 
showed that it cannot be identically zero, i.e., [a]E,* # c%,*. Since G3, is 
holomorphic, we also showed that there exists a ‘+Za(O, 1)-form 
d,: Cfl -+ 2((P) with c%;-, =0, such that, 
(i) ll~n/IL~cGnj~2 I1411L~(,i,,)~ 
(ii) ii,=ii,*-E,, 
(iii) [a] ii, = &In. 
Hence 
ai?, = c.Fjn and I)d,ll ;zcQn) < 16A4 + 16%4 =32A4. (3.14) 
This completes the first step. 
Second Step 
Let n 2 2. We define for x E H, y’, y’ E H, 
%(X)(Y’> Y’) = i ti,,(p,x) yf j,f = ~(p,x)[p, y’, p, y21, 
/,k= 1 
that is 
W,(X) = i Chjk(P,X) dFi A dsk = O(P,X)(P,, p,). 
j,k= 1 
(3.15) 
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We define for x = CT= I xje,; E H and y = CT=, yjei E H u,: H + Y(R) by 
(3.16) 
u, is a %?=(O, 1)-form on H and 
Now, since & = G,,, we have [(da,/dfj)(z) - (&,j&,)(z)] = 
ZG,,(z)(e;, ek) and by using (3.11), [~]u,(x) = du,(x) = o(P,x)(P,, P,), 
that is 
[a] u,(x) = i&(x) = o,(x). (3.17) 
Now, we look for estimates for u,. Since u, : H -+ Z(R), we need the 
Bochner integral. We refer to Diestel and Uhl [12) or Hille and Phillips 
[17] for further details on the Bochner integral. We consider the measure 
space (H, G?p) and recall that p(H) = I. Since Y(R) 2 R is separable, the 
Pettis measurability theorem (see Diestel and Uhl [12]) implies that 
p-measurability off: H-t 9(R) and weak measurability offare equivalent. 
Hence, each u, is p-measurable. Let L*(H, fl, p) be the space of square 
p-Bochner integrable mappings from H into R endowed with the Hilber- 
tian structure given by 
<A s> = s, (g(x); f(x)), Adx); .L g E L2(H, R, ~1. 
We write \lftz = Ju If(x)]’ I. 
For n > 2, u, exp[ - 4~ 0 P,] is CL-Bochner integrable and 
l~u”erp[-fWop~~i1~;~~ (recall that Aj> Aj+ 1 for allj). 
This is not a good estimate since it depends on II. To get a good estimate 
we consider the continuous injection i: H, -+ H and hence, for all n > 2, we 
may write 
by taking for each x E H the restriction of 
u,(x) to H,. 
Since IcC~/A,I,,~= 1, we have I~,(x)I&=C~=, la,((x,/I.,), . . . . (x,/&,))I*, 
By (3.14) we have 
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s lu,(x)l2,,exp[I-cp~P,(x)l~(~x) H 
(3.18) 
Hence, the cylindrical solutions U, . H -+ 8, have good L2-estimates. This 
completes the second step. 
Third Step 
By (3.18), the sequence {U,exp[-;qoP,], ~$2) is bounded in 
L*(H, 8,, ,u) and hence there exists a subsequence, which we denote by 
(un exp[ -&cpoP,,], IZ 22}, which is weakly convergent in L’(H, PO, u) 
to u*. 
Let B be the unit ball in H,. We have the following 
LEMMA 3.2. For all e, zO E HO 
s ([u**(x) - u,(x)l; e)Hopbo, ~1 pL(dx) -+ 0 q+ B 
(3.19) 
when n + CO, where u**(x) = u*(x) exp[&(x)]. 
ProoJ We write: 
I ([u**(x) - 4x)1; e)H,,dzoy x)ddx) z,, + B 
= 
s 
(uH(x); dz02 X)e)Ho 
zo + B 
x exp [ {-i[aoP.,(x)-a(x,l)-l]~(dx) 
- f4Ld exp -; cp” P,(x) -u**(x) 1 
cpb) xexp -- [ 1 2 /4dx) HO 
= (dd; elH,, - (P&d; e)Ha. 
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Now, since the real valued function h is increasing, cp is bounded on the 
balls of H p(z,, .) exp(cp/2)( .)]e E L*(z, + B, A,, p) (recall that the norm 
on H, is strictly finer than the induced norm of H on Ho). Hence 
(BJzd; eJH, + 0 when n-+cC. 
We now estimate (a,(~,); e),,. 
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (3.18) imply 
I(a,(z~J;e),,l*< lI~,expC-~qn~~,11/~2~~,R~,lr, lI4& /lexpC+cp~P,l 
~Cexpf-~C~~~,~-cplf-11~(~,,~)ll~~~~~,+,,, 
d 321.4 II4 & j2,+ B P&, 4’ exp[cp 0~,(x)l 
x Cexp(-i[I~oP,(x)-cp(x)l) - 112k4dx). (3.20) 
Now, by the dominated convergence theorem, since { P,x; n 3 2, 
x E z0 + B} is uniformly bounded, the last integral in (3.20) tends to zero 
as n -+ 00. Hence (c(,(zO); e)Ho A 0 as n -+ CJ. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Let e, z0 E H,. We define the following V” function in @: 
g,,: A E C -+ (u,,(zo + 1.x); e),, e C. 
By applying the Cauchy integral representation for %” functions on the 
disc a= d(0, 1) c C, we can write for 1” E A, 
de A dct 
(3.21) 
By (3.17) and recalling that 
$ (u,,(zo + ax); eJHo = [aI U,(G + ax)(x, e) = o,(zo + crx)(x, e) 
(here we use the identification .Y(R; P(R)) z Y(*H)), we can write 
(s(zo + 1x1; eJHu 
(3.22) 
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Letting A = 0 we have 
o[P,(z, + re”x)] (P,e’“x, P,e) dl3 dr. (3.23) 
I 
Now, integrate (3.23) in XE B with respect to p and apply Fubini’s 
theorem to the second integral. By applying the rotation invariance of 
some integrals with respect to ,U (namely Se [( 1/2n) J”? f(e’“x) de] p(dx) = 
Se f(x)p(dx) for every integrable cylinder function f) we have 
,4B)(dzO); “I,,,, = J (4x); e)H,Azo9 x)ddx) 
20 + B 
+ 2 1: jB o[P,(z, + rx)](x, e)p(dx) dr. (3.24) 
By Lemma 3.2, for every z. E Ho and e E Ho: 
lim AB)(u,(zo); elH,= j (u**(zo + x); elHu ddx) 
n-rm B 
- 2 1: jB o(zo + rx)(x, e)p(dx) dr. (3.25) 
Hence, for each fixed zoc H,, {tl,(zo), IZ > 2) c Z(H,), and for every 
e E Ho, {u&de), n 3 2) is a convergent sequence in C. By applying 
an extended version of Banach’s theorem (Schaeffer [28, Sect. 4.6, 
Corollary 1 I), we have for all z. E Ho 
&l(zo) + 4zo) E -wRo). 
So we have constructed U: Ho + P(po) and we will show that u is 
bounded on the balls of Ho and u a weak solution to the &problem. 
First we observe that, since p(z,, .)exp[&oP,]e~L~(z~+B, Y(Ro),p) 
for all zO, eE Ho, (3.24) implies the following estimate: 
P(B) l~,~(zo)(e)l 6 lelHo II%, expC-~cpoP,llL2(H,~~,~1, 
x lIdzo7 .)expCi (~~~,,1ll~~~~~+~,~~ 
+ 2 1’ j uCf’,(zo + ~x)l(x, e),Ndx) dr(. (3.26) 
0 B 
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By considering (3.2) and noting that exp[& 0 P,(x)] is uniformly 
bounded when x E z,, + B, n > 2, we get the estimate 
IlP(Zoi . )~~PC~~P~P,III~~~~~+~,~)~M(Z~)~~PC~ lz&1~ (3.27) 
where M(z,)=sup{exp[~cp~P,(x)], XEZ,+ B, n>2}. 
We observe that the estimate M(z,) is uniform when z,, is in a ball of H,. 
On the other hand, since {P,(z, + rx); r E [0, 11, x E B, n b 2) is 
bounded on H and o is bounded on the bounded subsets of H, the last 
term in (3.26) is uniformly bounded. 
Hence iu,,(zo)(e), n b 2, z,, in a ball of H,} is uniformly bounded for 
every fixed e E H,. The Banach-Steinhaus theorem implies that (u,(z,), 
n 3 2, z0 in a ball of H,} is uniformly bounded. 
We now show that, for fixed zO, XE H,, the complex function 
g: /z E @ + u(zO + Ax) E 9( R,) is continuous. 
By using a Cauchy integral representation on the disc A = A(&, 1) we 
get the following estimate for ,IE A: 
//&l(Z” + J”X) - %(Zo + &J)ll 
+& j II~c~nh + ax)l(P,x)ll 
A 
la -‘:;;;i A, Ida A d4. 
By applying the uniform boundedness of U, on the balls of H,, we have 
for all n and j* E A 
Ilu,(zo + Ax) - uJzo+ &x)ll d M[M,(A - 20) + M,(I - &)I 
for some positive A4, where the functions M, and M, are defined by 
Hence 
llg(A) -g(&ll d MCM,(l- 1,) + M,(A - E.,)]. 
Since M, and M, are continuous functions at i = 0, g is continuous at 
/I = io. 
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Let us show that (a/ax) g(A) = w(zO + Ix)(x) in the sense of distributions. 
Let g,(A) = u,(zO + Ax) for n L 2. 
First observe that for all e E H, 
fj g,(A)(e) gj,) &Lzo + 2x)(x, e) = o,(zo + Jx)(x, e). 
Since P,x + x and P,(z, + Ax) -+ z0 + Ax uniformly, when 1% lies in a 
compact subset of @, we can write for every $ E 9(C) 
= lim I +(L)o[PJzo + Ax)](P,x) dA n-m supp @ 
= s $(A)w(zo + Ix)(x) d;l. c 
On the other hand 
= Ji+mm (- 1) jsu,, ~ $(4 g,G) dl 
=(-I) jsupp~$(nkW~ 
[since g(i) = lim, _ ~ g,(i) and the g,‘s are uniformly bounded 
on the compact subsets of C]. 
Hence 
s @ 3 (;l)u(zo + Ax) dA = -Jk tj(l)w(zO + Rx)(x) dk 
So, u is a weak solution of [a] u = o which is bounded on the balls of 
I%,. Since o is holomorphic, o and its derivatives are locally bounded. By 
Mazet’s result U: H,, -+ 9(R0) is a V”(0, 1)-form which is bounded on the 
bounded subsets of H,; its derivatives are locally bounded and 8~ = o. 
Thus we have proved the following: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let co: H + A (“*)(H) be a holomorphic (0, 2)-form which 
is bounded on the bounded subsets of H. There exists u: Ho ---f Aco~‘)(Ho) such 
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that u is a Wz (0, 1)-form, bounded on the bounded subsets of Ho; its 
derivatives are locally bounded and & = o. 
~.THE &PROBLEM ON A SCALE OF HILBERT SPACES 
WITH NUCLEAR INJECTIONS 
We study th a-problem on a scale of Hilbert spaces with nuclear injec- 
tions by using Theorem 3.3 and following an argument of Colombeau and 
Perrot [S]. (See also Colombeau [lo].) 
Let H, c H, be separable, complex Hilbert spaces such that the injection 
E: H, -+ H, is nuclear. 
Let H, be the closure of f( H,) in H, and i’ =p 0 i, where 
p: HI = H,@ H, --f H, is the projection of H, onto H,. We have the 
continuous injections H, 2 H, and ,4(“zY’(H,) -+ .4’“,y’(H,). 
If c’Gl:H,-+/i (“,Y)(H,) is a holomorphic (0, q)-form, the restriction 
62: Hz+/4 (“,Y)(H2) is also holomorphic and f ‘( Ho) is dense in H,. So, in 
studying the a-problem on a scale of Hilbert spaces with nuclear injections, 
there is no loss of generality in supposing i(H,) is dense in H, and, from 
now on, we suppose that this is the case. 
Since i is nuclear, 1^~ /‘(Ho, H,) (Pietsch [25, Theorem 8.3.31) and, by 
the spectral decomposition theorem (Pietsch [25, Theorem 8.3.1]), there 
exist an orthonormal basis {ei, j 3 1 } of Ho, an orthonormal basis 
{f;;j> 1) of H,, and a sequence of scalars (A;, j.j > 0, j b 1) such that 
C;C=,A,‘<co andi(x)=~;“=,I.~(x,e~),,fiforallx~Ho. 
Let ej = i(e E H, where JUj = A. 
Since i(el) = 1; fi we have 
(4.1) 
Let H={C,“=,xje,~H1; CT:, Ix,I’<co} be endowed with the inner 
product 
( f Xje,; f .Y,ej) = f Xijj. 
j=l j=l J=I 
It is easily seen that H is a Hilbert space and that {e,, j 3 1) is an 
orthonormal basis for H. 
Define T: H + H by T(ei) = lie,, i.e., T(x) = T(Cs”, , xje,) = CT= 1 x,jtije,. 
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It is easily seen that T is an injective, self-adjoint, Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator on H. 
We also observe that if x E H we can write 
TX= f xjA,ei= f 
i= 1 j= 1 
( 
jC, xiel E HO since f Ix,/‘< co . 
j= I ) 
(4.2) 
On the other hand if x = C,?= 1 x,e,! E Ho we can write 
j= 1 i= I 
5 
c xjeiEHsince c Ix,12<co 
i= 1 
Hence TH = i( Ho). 
Let x = C,az 1 xlej and y = x,F:,“=, vie,. By (4.2) we can write i-‘[ T(x)] = 
C,y==, x,ei and ip’[T(y)] =C,==, y,e,‘. 
Hence (i-‘[T(x)]; i-’ T(Y)),=C,“=, X,Yi=(Xi Y)H. 
We define the following operators: 
T, : Ho ---f H 
T,(x) = f Aj(x; e,‘),,e, 
j= 1 
T,: H+ H, 
T2(x) = i: 2, (xi ej),f/. 
j= 1 
Since T,(e,!) =AIej and T,(e,) = jtijh we have T, EZ~(H,, H) and 
T2 E 12(H, H,) and so they are compact mappings. We also have 
T20 T,(x) = 7’, f +c el),,, e, ,=I 
LetG,:H,-+A (“~Y)(HI) be a holomorphic (0, q)-form. 
We have the following diagram: 
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HO & /i(O%q)(Ho) 
Tl I T H-2 A(“.q)(H) 
T2 
I 
H, -% Aco,q)( H, ) 
DIAGRAM 1 
Since T, is a compact mapping, 0, is a holomorphic (0, q)-form on H 
which is bounded on the bounded subsets of H. 
Note that Ho r T,(H,) = Hb 4 H (densely). 
If x = C;U= I (x; e;)H, e, E Ho, then 
T,o T,(x) = f Aj( x; e/)HoAjf;= z i,(x; ei)Hoej= T,(x) (by 4.1). 
/=1 j=l 
Hence TH=i(Ho)=T,~T,(Ho)=T,(Ho)=Ho. 
Define for x’ E w. (x’( N; = 1x1 H,, if x’ = T, x. 
Let x = X7= 1 (x; ej)Hej E H. We can write 
TX = c (x; e,),i,e, = T, 
.I= 1 
cc 
f (x;e.f)+jEH,since 1 )(x;ei),12<OC; . 
j=l f= 1 > 
Hence 1 TX I$ = ICJT, (X;ej)~e,il&=CJ%~ l(Xiej)12=lXl~. 
By Theorem 3.3 (applied to the (0, 2)-form wz), there exists 
u: Ho--+/I co51’(Ho) such that du = o on Ho. 
Thus we have proved the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Ho c H, he separable, complex Hilbert spaces with a 
nuclear injection. Let 6,: H, + A”,“(H,) be a holomorphic (0, 2)-form on 
H,. There exists u: Ho -+ A (‘*l)(Ho) such that u is a Wm(O, l)-form bounded 
on the bounded subsets of Ho; its derivatives are locally bounded and I% = 6 
(6: Ho+A(0~2)(Ho) is the restriction of G, to Ho, as in Diagram 1). 
5. THE ~-PROBLEM FOR HOLOMORPHIC (0,2)-FORMS 
IN A D.F.N. SPACE 
Let E be a D.F.N. space. Since E is a DF space, 6P(“E) is a metrizable 
locally convex space. On the other hand, since E is nuclear and dual 
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nuclear, Z(“I?) is nuclear and so is a Frechet nuclear space. Hence 
A’03y’(E) is a FS. (Frechet-Schwartz) space. Let w: E+ A(“*y)(E) be a 
holomorphic mapping (G-analytic and continuous). Since E is a D.F.S. 
space (the strong dual of a Frechet-Schwartz space) w is locally bounded. 
(See Dineen [ 14, Chap. 2, Example 2.143.) Now, by a result of Colombeau 
and Mujica [ll], there exists a convex, balanced, open subset V of E and 
a convex balanced bounded subset 93 of /i (‘zy) E) such that w factors as in ( 
the diagram 
E’” A’“>“‘(E) 
TL 
I I 
E” 2 ,(‘,4)(,)/,, 
DIAGRAM 2 
where 63 is a holomorphic mapping. 
Claim 5.1. There exists a convex, balanced, open subset U of E such 
that o factors as in the diagram 
E ” , /j(%Y’(E) 
XL 
I I 
ELI 
5, 
- A (O-q E,) 
DIAGRAM 3 
where GT,, is a holomorphic mapping. 
All we need to prove is that there exists a convex, balanced, open subset 
U c V such that n’034’(E)/91 -+ A (‘,4’(Ev) is continuous. 
Let B,, . . . . B,, . . . denote a fundamental system of convex, balanced, 
bounded subsets of E. Since @c -rtP(qi?) is bounded, 93 is a family of 
q-anti-linear forms on E which is uniformly bounded on each B,, for all 
j> 1. Now, since E is the strong dual of a Frechet-Monte1 (D.F.M.) space, 
we see, following an argument of Dineen [14] (Example 1.24), that 93 is 
bounded in the convex, balanced, open subset 
W(B)= W= f rt,B, for some scalars ij > 0. 
i= I 
Hence, we have for all A E B 
i.e., (1 A 11 W < M //A // &. Letting U = W n V we have the following diagram: 
580’98 2~12 
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E --!% A(‘,q’(E) 
I I 
E 
I>, 
u - A(“.Y)(EU) 
I I 
E,-.L A (“,y)( E)/B 
DIAGRAM 4 
Hence G1 is a holomorphic mapping. This completes the proof of 
Claim 5.1. 
Now, we are in a position to prove the following. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let E be a D.F.N. space and let o: E+ A’“,2’(E) be a 
holomorphic (0,2)-form. There exists a QYm(O, l)-form u of uniform bounded 
type on E such that &A = o. 
Proof. Let ‘U be a convex, balanced, open subset of E such that o 
factors through 0, (Diagram 3). Since E is nuclear, there exist convex, 
balanced, open subsets W and V, WC VC U such that 8,~ I2 z ,!?*, 
E, A 8,; E -+ E, are nuclear mappings. By extending the mappings 
from E, to E, and observing that n(0.2’(E,)=/i(0,2)(EU), we have the 
following diagram: 
E (u /i’“,“(E) 
I I 
03 E,- A(“~“&) 
i 
I 
&;z 
I 
LP2’(E,,) 
I I 6, 
B,- n(“-2’(B,) 
DIAGRAM 5 
If the canonical mapping f is not injective, we consider the quotient 
mapping 
; - 
w - EV 
:,/ it 
E;,/Ker i 
and (3; : E,/Ker I^-+ A(“*2’(E,/Kcr i). 
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Hence, we can suppose, without loss of generality that the following 
diagram commutes, 
E--=+ A(“,‘)( E) 
I I 
E,L A(“,2)(Ew) 
; 
I T 
E,, -fL A’“~2’(B,) 
DIAGRAM 6 
where .!?,, E,. are separable Hilbert spaces, i is an injective, nuclear 
mapping, and 63, & are holomorphic mappings. 
By Lemma 4.1, there exists 6: E,-+A(“~‘)(E,) such that 27 is a @TX 
(0, 1)-form, bounded on the bounded subsets of E,; its derivatives are 
locally bounded and c%= 8. By taking a convex, balanced, open subset 
W, c W such that 8,, -+E, is nuclear, we can define ~7~: E,, -+ 
ACo~r)(E,,) such that 17, is a %‘m (0, I)-form of uniform bounded type and 
d-22, =8*(8*: E,, + AC0x2)(E,,)). Hence U: E -+ A”,“(E) can be defined 
such that u is a GP(O, 1)-form of uniform bounded type and 8~ = w. 
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